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26 BONES APRIL EDITION
DBS introduces The NeoV laser plus some specials on other products from our range.
As our planning for the Australian Podiatry Conference in Adelaide continues look out for
more new products and some great conference offers.

THE neo-V 1064 DIODE LASER
As a Podiatrist, if you would like to offer Laser Treatment for fungal nails you want to
make sure that you can get optimal results and that you spend your money wisely.
Over the years DBS have seen many Lasers but now we have found one we can
confidently sell as a top quality unit giving effective treatment at a good price .
THE OPTIMAL TREATMENT

The 10w neoV 1064 enables fast, safe, effective treatment of fungal nails.
The laser beam penetrates the nail, heating the underlying tissue and
destroying the fungal infection. The 1064nm wavelength with its deep
penetration to the nail bed, delivers the best treatment outcome for
effectiveness and safety while still being easy to use.

THE BEST DESIGN

SMALL PACKAGE, BIG FEATURES
3.5kg 22 x 22 x 10cm - making it easy to fit anywhere in your clinic. Comes with a custom made
case so is portable if you need to transport it
2 pairs of Laser Safety Glasses supplied.

LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP
The neoV 1064 Laser requires no ongoing
maintenance other than 24 month validation.
This results in a very low cost of ownership
meaning more money earned per treatment.

The neoV’s design and craftsmanship allows for a very small footprint
by using proprietary cooling & semiconductor technology. The unit is
controlled by a high res, high brightness colour touch screen with wide
viewing angles. Optimal presets, plug and play shielded optical fibres
and a lightweight focussing handpiece with laser guides make it easy to
operate the neoV safely while ensuring patient comfort and compliance

neoV 1064 FEATURES
1mm dia spot size focussing
handpiece with guides
Focussing Handpiece with guides - ensures that every treatment on
every nail can be carried out precisely. When combined with the ability
to adjust pulse, energy and time you obtain optimal outcomes as no
guesswork is required to treat every nail exactly the same.
Shielded Optical Fibre - simply plugs into the control box and handpiece.
No need to worry about the fibre flexing or having to re-insert fibres.
This is also a safety feature as the unit won’t turn on from standby if the
fibre is plugged in avoiding accidental operation.
Footswitch with safety hinge - supplied for safe, easy on/off operation
Emergency Stop - large Stop switch to instantly cut off laser output

AVAILABLE FROM MID-APRIL

$27,890 including delivery and training
GOT MORE QUESTIONS?
Ask for our Laser FAQ sheet or call up and
ask us any questions you may have.
We can also supply a calculator so you can
input figures from your practice and work out
your potential ROI.
A one-on-one detailed discussion on all
aspects of use of the neoV can also be
arranged on request.

$1,000 off all orders placed by 31/5/19
It makes sense to finance or lease a laser to help with cashflow. We can
assist with ROI info and calculations and recommend finance suppliers.
www.medfin.com.au
www.rentlite.com.au
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MORE NEW PRODUCTS FOR APRIL
Dr DO LITTLE PEDI STOOL

JETSPRAY DRILL

Oh No! - our current Pedi Stool is no longer available
Oh Yes! - we’ve found a better one!

The latest model from NWT, Germany

Many Pods despair at the quality of Pedi Stools/Footrests and that they
are not relaxing for clients. The Dr DO LITTLE has a comfortable
padded cushion and sturdy 3 point adjustable stand which goes down
to 38cm foot height. Supplied in a carry case and it only weighs 1.5kg.
Optional Bracket for attaching a Mag Lamp also available.

NEW DESIGN! IN STOCK LATER THIS MONTH.
Choice of NSK Handpieces, easy controls on an
angled display with digital speed readout, dial for spray adjustment

Intro Specials

Intro Special less 10%

30,000 rpm -

normally $155
Lamp Bracket $23.00

40,000 rpm -

$139.50

$2200.00
$2895.00
APRIL
SPECIALS

KIEHL DIAMOND BURS - 15%
BUD 1

BUD 2

Small

BURK2 Medium

$11.90ea

RIBBED DIGITAL CAPS less 15%
The original GelSmart product
Sold in a pack of 6
1050 Sm/Med - $16.15

$12.75ea

FOR BULK
ORDERS
PLEASE CALL
FOR A
SPECIAL
PRICE

BURKBC Medium
Coarse Grit

$16.15ea

1051 Lg/XL -

$18.70

1052 XXL - $19.55
Also sold in bulk bags of 25

High Quality - Made in Germany

NEMIDON GELS ULTRA HYDRATION CLEAROUT
EXPIRING STOCK HALF PRICE!*
Lets face it it’s all natural so doesn’t really expire.

UH Gel is the non-scented version and is a fantastic
breathable gel for dry, cracked skin on the heels
and feet or anywhere on the body.
Rapidly Hydrating, Long Lasting Non Greasy Clear Gel.
Get a bargain for you and your patients.

120g retail bottle $6.48ea exp 30/6/19
475g clinic bottle $20.00ea exp 31/7/19
Everyone Loves Nemidon!
*available while stocks last

How to contact DBS

Phone: (02) 6685 5599
or 1800 626 692
Fax: (02) 6685 5546
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DON’T FORGET THE OTHER
GREAT NEMIDON PRODUCTS
FOOTCARE - hydrating gel as the UH but
with essential oils lemongrass, lavender, tea
tree and rosemary to cool and soothe as well
as assisting with foot odour.
BLACK & BLUE - anti-inflammatory for all
types of muscular aches & pains.

120g retail bottles
475g clinic bottle
5kg bottle

General Enquiries:
dbs-info@dbsmedical.com.au
Product Order:
dbs-sales@dbsmedical.com.au

dbs-sales@dbsmedical.com.au

$12.95ea
$40.00ea
$329.00ea

Accounts / Payment Advice
dbs-accounts@dbsmedical.com.au
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